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After Shen Shimei's reaction, he ran out like crazy. Musi Li took off his coat in horror,
covered his nose and mouth with his hand, and ran out with him.

"Finished, I'm going to die..." Musi Li widened his eyes and looked at the blue sky and
white clouds.

"You are so special! If I die! I'll bury your family with you Silence, crying and death
made him extremely afraid.

"Hum..."

The mobile phone in Shen Shimo's pocket vibrates. Seeing that it's his mother, Shen
Shimo's vision is blurred.

"Hey, son, find out what composition that reagent is. It's OK. It's just nitrohydrochloric
acid, but it's very corrosive. Don't touch it. Remember to take it back. It's an improved
corrosive substance." Wei Xia said to Shen Shimo with a bad attitude.

"Ah..." When silent stare big eyes, corrosive substances, that is to say, they will not
fester and die?

"What if I inhaled a little?" Shen Shimo's desire for survival forced him to ask this
question.

"Cough." Mousse stood aside, coughing gently.

"It's OK to inhale a little. Hang up." Wei Xia hung up the phone coldly.

"Ah..." Silent when the whole body tight, finally can relax down.

"You are so special! If you make trouble for me again, I'll kill you! "

Silently, he kicked musili and breathed the beautiful fresh air.
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"You can't die, don't worry."

Silent left Musi, angry self driving away.

Musi left the dull eyes, and Shen Shimo galloped away.

What do you mean? It's not that kind of medicine? Musi left thinking in secret.

If conmobei and the whole new Conrad disappear in this world, how beautiful the
world is.

It seems that the plan has failed.

……

Feeling like a roller coaster, musili takes a taxi aimlessly and passes by the gate of
Qianqiu group unconsciously.

"Stop here."

Give the driver a command. After the car stops, mousse leaves and walks out of the car
alone.

It's two o'clock in the afternoon. I wonder if Bai nianxi comes to work on time every
day

Unconsciously, musili began to guess that Bai nianxi's daily life, also unconsciously,
raised a relaxed look on his face.

In the distance, Bai nianxi's figure appears in the sight of Musi Li. Bai nianxi smiles
politely to the people around him and walks to the gate of Qianqiu group.

"Nianxi..." Mousse let out a call from the subconscious.

It seems that the voice is too small, and Bai nianxi doesn't hear it, but it doesn't prevent
Bai nianxi from seeing his existence.

Seeing Mu Sili, Bai nianxi came over with a smile.

"What are you doing here?" Bai nianxi's voice is very beautiful, light tone, like
chatting with old friends.

Mu Sili felt a little more happy.



"Nothing to do, just passing by." Mu Sili squeezed out an unnatural smile. Looking at
Bai nianxi, he was embarrassed that he had no place to put his hands.

"Oh, then How about a cup of coffee? " Bai nianxi tilts his head slightly and looks at
Mu Sili.

In the cafe near Qianqiu group, two people sit silently.

Bai nianxi didn't know what he was thinking, but he seemed to be full of worries.

"What do you think?" Bai nianxi asked tentatively.

Musili recovered from his absence and shook his head with a smile: "it's OK, it's just
It's hard to be alone with you. It's a little emotional. "

Bai nianxi is silent and smiling. In the past, they have met frequently, but
unconsciously, they seem to be drifting away.

"It's good to meet and chat occasionally. I've always regarded you as a good friend. I
can talk about my worries, but I haven't had any worries recently." Bai nianxi smiles
politely, deliberately avoiding the bad things she knows.

For example, Musi Li and Shen Shimei are united, for example, Musi Li helps Shen
Shimei fight against kangmobei, etc.

Now that it's over, there's no need to mention it. Besides, Bai nianxi knows that he was
coerced, and he is also a victim.

"A friend who talks about his heart..." Mu Sili carefully analyzes Bai nianxi's words.

"Well, if you have something on your mind, you can also tell me. If it's very secret, I
can keep it secret from commoby."

Bai nianxi is polite and has a sense of distance, which makes Musi unable to speak.

"Mr. Bai!"

Behind him came Bai nianxi's familiar voice. Musi Li looked back and saw Ji Zhiye,
who had seen him once.

When he was filming in Juji Island, Ji Zhiye, as a director, led the whole crew.

The smile on Ji Zhiye's face gradually disappeared when he saw Mu Sili.



Of course, he did not forget that when he was on Juji Island, moussili robbed the only
boat and even left bainianxi in the abandoned air raid shelter.

"You...""Ji Dao, what's the matter?" Bai nianxi noticed that Ji Zhiye was going to
attack, so he quickly opened his mouth and asked in a tone of nothing.

“……” Ji Zhiye is indignantly fighting for Bai nianxi, but Bai nianxi's voice, he also
understood that Bai nianxi was hinting at him, needless to say that.

"Script, I've confirmed two." Helpless, Ji Zhiye can only mention business, at the same
time, he also stares at Mu Sili with defensive eyes.

"Well, I'll see it later. You can put it in my office." In a word, Bai nianxi ends the topic
of Ji Zhiye.

What Ji Zhiye wants is to "get out of danger" with Bai nianxi.

"No, Mr. Bai, we have to discuss the script. We are in a hurry. Have you finished?" Ji
Zhiye adheres to his inner thoughts and insists on his own plan.

Musi saw through all the precautions. With a wry smile, he stood up and said, "you're
busy. I'll go first."

Bai nianxi's lips haven't been opened yet, and Musi has gone away.

"Well, what does he want from you? Is there something wrong with you? " Ji Zhiye is
not shy about it.

"Well, he's my friend, and that Don't worry about it. It's all over Bai nianxi turns
around and smiles bitterly to comfort Ji Zhiye.

"These are the main topics of tomorrow's a city business forum."

When Bai nianxi returns to the office, the Secretary efficiently delivers the sorted
materials to Bai nianxi.

City a business forum is hosted by her elder brother Shen Hedan. As an entrepreneur,
she certainly wants to attend.

"Well, did my brother mention anything?" While looking at the information, Bai
nianxi asked.

"Mr. Shen Hedan started this forum to keep close contact with all the business elites in



a city, and also intends to expand his business field in the form of investment.
Therefore, my personal view is that you should help Mr. Shen Hedan in this aspect."
The Secretary said slowly.

"Well." Bai nianxi nodded. My brother had long wanted to set up a deep-rooted
business in China, but It's just that almost two years ago, Commodore lost his chain.
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